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ABOUT US
IMAGILIGHTS® is a Belgian company designing, manufacturing 
and distributing a range of rechargeable cordless lighting 
solutions for indoor, outdoor and pool use and is specialized and 
most known for its cordless table light ranges.
From day one we focus on serving products that stand out and 
are easy to handle, an example is by implementing an innovative 
recharging solution = all IMAGILIGHTS® products are wireless 
recharged. 

IMAGILIGHTS® is known to offer a natural LED technology, 
containing a life span of over 50.000 light hours, making it the 
most sustainable alternative to traditional lighting systems. 

IMAGILIGHTS® is made to outlast, resist and endure the highest 
demands, these of the hospitality sector. Since the very first 
launch our products are found in thousands of the finest 
restaurants, hotels, resorts and private homes.

IMAGILIGHTS® stands for design, innovation, quality, a fast 
communication platform, an immediate delivery and a dedicated 
customer service. 

IMAGILIGHTS® exports to over 100 countries.
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HISTORY
The idea behind the IMAGILIGHTS® brand was created in 
September 2009 after wanting to develop a wireless light with 
important features such as natural warm white, unlimited 
colors, shockproof ability, waterproof ability, desert heat- and 
nordic cold resistance and resistant to high and low humidity. 
Combining these features into one article was a difficult but 
challenging task for our team of engineers. Also using an 
innovative recharging method = wireless recharge. Our engineers 
and developers succeeded to bring out a fully finished, highly 
tested commercial article that was baptized under the name 
IMAGILIGHTS®: a combination of the French ‘imaginer’ and Latin 
‘imaginari’.

In August of 2011 we started to export our first lights to the 
public worldwide. In 2013 a new showroom and distribution 
center were inaugurated.

Over the next years we kept introducing different models and 
focused ourselves into the market of table lighting.

The year 2015 included the launch of a brand-new collection 
carrying the name DJOBIE®, a mixture of injection molded 
Acrylic (PMMA) and Polycarbonate (PC) material, creating a pure 
transparent sandblasted table light collection. This magnificent 
collection is a combination of pureness and handcraftsmanship. 
It was in that time considered the most difficult project ever 
undertaken. 

2016 was the launch of a handmade, handcrafted table light 
collection today known as the MOMENTS® collection. Available in 
finishing’s such as deep-brushed anodizing OR mirror-polished 
powder coating. This collection is to be considered our top of the 
line, AAA products for our most demanding, high-end customer 
base. The collection implements the most advanced electronics 
and carries earthly colors as seen in today’s fashion. Launched in 
2016 with 6 illuminated head formations. 

In March 2019 IMAGILIGHTS® launched its new stand 
construction to the public at the INTERNORGA fair in Hamburg 
that is made of two sea containers. This unique stand 
construction deploys and operates entirely on batteries and is in 
line with the IMAGILIGHTS® moto. This stand will be the face for 
the next years to come.

WE ARE RAISING THE BAR
In the 4th quarter of 2019 IMAGILIGHTS® introduces after 
many years of development an amazing table light series. 
The latest technologies and innovations were implemented 
so that these refined creations are undisputable and without 
a doubt the most advanced ever. These table lights include a 
sophisticated led module for professionals within the hospitality 
industry to recharge only once a week. They are: DEMOISELLE® 
COLLECTION: ‘DEMOISELLE® TALL’ & ‘DEMOISELLE® SMALL’ and 
the CRU® COLLECTION: ‘PETIT CRU®’ & ‘GRAND CRU®’

In 2022 IMAGILIGHTS® introduces the collection MIRAI®;  
a Japanese given name to females, meaning “the future”, this 
enchanting line incorporates our love for “magnetism” as all 
parts are held together by magnets. This line has the ability 
to transform towards multiple applications. Its light output is 
extremely powerful.



WATER PROOF

SHOCK PROOF

UV PROOF

-30 TO 40°C

BUTTON
CONTROLLED

REMOTE
CONTROL

RECHARGEABLE

WIRELESS

DIMMER MODE

2 CANDLE
MODE

TO HANG

160 000 KLEUREN

UP TO 76
LIGHT HOURS

24 PRESET
PROGRAMMED
COLORS

INCLUDES  
WARM WHITE*

BATTERY 
INDICATOR*

COLOR LOCK
FUNCTION

LIGHT GOES OFF 
AUTOMATICALLY 
ON CHARGE

SPECIFICATIONS
ALL LAMPS ARE

  * only for table lighting
** only for collections Mojo, Tebur, Djobie, Demoiselle, 
 Cru and Mirai®

ANTI-DEFT
FUNCTION

INCLUDES SUPER 
WARM WHITE*
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OUR ASSORTMENT

CLASSIC FORMS TRAYS

SEATS TABLE LIGHTING

CHAMPAGNE COOLERS



CLASSIC FORMS TABLE LIGHTING

CHAMPAGNE COOLERS

TRAYS

SEATS
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OUR SPECIALIZATION

WIRELESS/CORDLESS TABLE LIGHTING
Genuine hand-crafted table lamps inspired by architecture, sculpture and design, 
composed of the finest raw materials. Created for the most demanding end-users 
and professionals such as restaurants, hotels, architects and interior designers.

MOJO® COLLECTION
Indoor/outdoor product made of Polycarbonate (PC) with changeable multi-color covers, 

shock resistant and waterproof.

TEBUR® COLLECTION
Mainly outdoor used product made of Polyethylene (PE), waterproof and shock resistant.

DJOBIE® COLLECTION
Indoor/outdoor product made of Acrylic (PMMA) and Polycarbonate (PC), 

a refined lamp with the touch and feel of glass

MOMENTS® COLLECTION
Indoor/outdoor lamp finished with deep-brushed anodizing OR mirror-polished 

powder coating, available in 6 illuminated heads.

DEMOISELLE® COLLECTION
Indoor/outdoor lamp available in 6 illuminated heads finished with deep-brushed 

anodizing or mirror-polished powder coating and with the ability to light-up warm white 
in both 2300 Kelvin and 2700 Kelvin.

CRU® COLLECTION
Indoor/outdoor lamp available in one or two light heads with extreme light output, 
available in finishing deep-brushed anodizing or mirror-polished powder coating 
and with the ability to light-up warm white in both 2300 Kelvin and 2700 Kelvin.

MIRAI® COLLECTION
Indoor/outdoor lamp available in several formations finished with deep-brushed 

anodizing or mirror-polished powder coating and with the ability to light-up warm white 
in both 2300 Kelvin and 2700 Kelvin.
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MOJO®

TEBUR®

DJOBIE®



MOMENTS®

DEMOISELLE® SMALL

DEMOISELLE® TALL
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PETIT CRU® GRAND CRU®

MIRAI® TABLE LIGHT

MIRAI® TREE
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MIRAI® STICKS

MIRAI® STANDING LAMP
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QUALITY AND TESTING
All our products are thoroughly tested before entering the 
market. We test our products in extreme weather conditions 
by running them through specialized LAB machines that 
imitate extreme temperatures such as desert heat and 
Nordic cold, as well as high and low humidity and UV. We also 
conduct salt tests for coastal areas and islands. We conduct 
both electrical as mechanical tests to ensure a high-grade 
quality standard.

WEBSITE CONFIGURATOR
MOMENTS®, DEMOISELLE® SMALL & DEMOISELLE® TALL, 
PETIT CRU®, GRAND CRU® and MIRAI® are true chameleons, 
available in many colors and different head shapes. Choose a 
single-color formation or go for 2-tone colors. Try our unique 
configurator, helping our customers to choose the lamp that 
best fits their interiors.

LEGAL INFORMATION
IMAGILIGHTS® Wireless Lamps are covered by Design 
Registration, Copyright and Patent Pending. All rights 
reserved. All shapes and models are registered. Patented 
LED modules and patented wireless chargers. Any tampering 
with or repairing the unit voids the warranty. The units are 
tamper protected. 

PLEASE BE AWARE that buying from IMAGILIGHTS® means 
that you and your customers benefit from a choice for 
innovative and exclusive products. IMAGILIGHTS® therefore 
highly values and enforces its intellectual property rights, 
which include copyrights and registered design rights in 
jurisdictions worldwide (EU, US, UK, APAC, People’s Republic 
of China, etc.). 

IMAGILIGHTS® will not hesitate to take appropriate legal 
action against any reseller or distributor that violates these 
intellectual property rights. In such case legal costs and 
costs for destruction of counterfeit goods will be at the 
charge of the infringing party.
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MOMENTS® COLLECTION

BARELO® 

MIGHT-E® 
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OUR SALES SEGMENTS

OUR MARKETS

worldwide

hospitality sector /HORECA

non food wholesalers = suppliers to HORECA

rental and event

furniture stores indoor and outdoor

decoration stores

lighting stores

garden centers

concept stores

...

swimming pool stores & wholesalers

e-commerce

contract market

marine & yachting

spa’s 

electrical supplies and wholesale

gift & promotional articles

architects & interior designers

...
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ETNA (UMBRELLA LIGHTING) FROM UMBROSA

KUKI SOFA FROM FUGU

www.umbrosa.com

www.fugufurniture.com

CUSTOM MADE



LUMO FROM MANUTTI

HONEY FROM SERRALUNGA

www.serralunga.com

www.manutti.com

CUSTOM MADE
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MAISON ET OBJET
PARIS

THE HOTEL SHOW
DUBAI

HOTELYMPIA
LONDON

HOST
MILAN

EQUIP’HOTEL
PARIS

HORECA EXPO
GHENT

INTERGASTRA
STUTTGART

HORECATEL
MARCHE EN FA-
MENNE

IGEHO
BASEL

INTERNORGA
HAMBURG

ORNARIS
ZÜRICH

SIRHA
GENEVE

SIRHA
ISTANBUL

FAFGA
INNSBRUCK

SPOGA
COLOGNE

WOHNEN & INTERIEUR
VIENNA

HOTEL UND GAST
VIENNA

HD EXPO
LAS VEGAS

IMM
COLOGNE

HORECA 
ATHENS

FAIR PARTICIPATIONS



Nijverheidslaan 62C
8540 Deerlijk

Belgium

+32 56 77 45 10
info@imagilights.com
www.imagilights.com

follow us on


